Get to Know Ennio Emmanuel
The name “Ennio” comes from the Italian language
meaning “predestined, and favorite”. Ennio Emmanuel is a
multi-talented singer, songwriter, and actor.
Ennio has been performing since the early age of 7, where
he would put on shows for his family and friends. Growing
up, Ennio was surrounded by the sounds of Latin music
artists such as: Santana, and the Gypsy Kings, as well as his
mother’s singing. This is where Ennio’s dream of singing
professionally began.
While in college in Pennsylvania and Florida Ennio studied International Relations and
Public Relations. His motivation to never quit found him living his dream by moving to Los
Angeles to pursue a career in entertainment. It was not long before Ennio began to write
for other artists in the genre of pop, rock, Latin, dance and easy listening. During March of
2010 he released his first independent music production titled “Nada es Imposible.” This
project is a blend of high-energy sounds, encompassing the genres of Pop, Electronica,
and Latin Music.
Shortly after releasing his music project Ennio traveled around the U.S. and Latin America to
promote his debut musical endeavor. Ennio continued to work with other artists on studio
projects while still promoting his debut, “Nada es Imposible.” This album was nominated
for the prestigious Arpa Latin Music Award, in Mexico City.
In the summer of 2010 Ennio Emmanuel was introduced to Justo Lamas and the staff at
United Cultures. Ennio auditioned during their search for an artist to carry on the important
task of bringing knowledge and richness of the Spanish language through music to the
youth of America.
Justo Lamas and Ennio Emmanuel became good friends and soon found that the up-beat,
pop and electronic sounds of Ennio’s music and experience with young people would be
a perfect fit for the tours.
As one of the new voices for United Cultures Inc., Ennio Emmanuel is determined to bring
a fresh sound with a positive message to the youth of America while sharing the love for
his culture, his language and the young generation.
Ennio Emmanuel has been touring with Justo Lamas and will begin his first official tour in
2012. “I get this feeling every time I think about this great opportunity like ‘this is unreal’
and this is a dream come true. I always had planned to go to law school or medical school
as a child and then music happened. I never lost sight of my dreams, my passions. I never
lost hope and would pray that something like this would happen in my life. I believe life is
about following your heart and never giving up no matter what comes your way.
It gets really hard at times and the challenges can seem impossible but if you really want
your dream to become fulfilled you need to persevere through every challenge,” Stated
Ennio.

